What do Dutch
consumers want
from the store?
AND HOW RETAILERS
CAN DELIVER

It’s widely accepted that consumers are
continually raising the bar when it comes
to their retail experience, particularly within
the store environment. In addition to being
a place of research and transaction, the
digital world has placed new expectations
on bricks-and-mortar in terms of providing
a richer, more connected, more consistent
journey to purchase – which takes into
account shoppers’ online activities.
The challenge for retailers is knowing
which elements of the experience
matter the most to consumers; and how
effectively their current proposition is
delivering against them. And to make the
challenge even greater, those priorities
vary from market to market.
To understand exactly what these
expectations are, and how successfully
retailers are meeting them, Manhattan
Associates conducted a survey among
2,000 Dutch consumers and over 50
Dutch retailers. This report will reveal four
key expectations influencing the modern
shopper’s decision-making process.

Expectation #1:
SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Consumers expect a consistent quality of retail experience, whether shopping
with the same retailer in a physical store, via their website or through their
smartphone. 72 percent of Dutch consumers value a consistent experience
across all channels. More than half of those consumers (55 percent) say this
expectation is not yet being adequately met.

I expect a consistent cross-channel experience
72%

YES

19%

NO
NOT APPLICABLE

10%

KEY TAKEAWAY
Many Dutch retailers appear to succeed in providing a consistent
customer experience across all sales channels. Nevertheless,
retailers need to realise just how significant consistency is. As the
integration of online and offline continues to increase, retailers
will have to make more of an effort to ensure that the customer
journey – which spans various channels – is as uniform, effective
and enjoyable as possible. It is apparent that more can be done
to integrate what is happening in the store with online, using
technology and data to bring greater digital interaction into the
bricks-and-mortar experience.
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Expectation #2:
KNOWLEDGEABLE AND HELPFUL STORE ASSOCIATES
Today consumers expect the store associate to play a greater variety of roles
than ever before. They have become the key to creating an in-store experience
that reflects, references and responds to what shoppers are experiencing.
According to 56 percent of the consumers surveyed, the primary role of the
store associate is to advise on products. Checking on stock availability comes
in second place (22 percent). Notably, around 75 percent of consumers
sometimes feel they know more about the product than front-line staff most or
all of the time.

When shopping, do you ever feel that your product knowledge is better than that of
the store associate?
13%

YES - ALWAYS

64%

YES - SOMETIMES

17%

NO
I DON’T TALK TO SHOP ASSISTANTS WHEN I GO SHOPPING

7%

KEY TAKEAWAY
In addition to being a friendly face and general point of contact,
consumers have a real need for store associates to deliver a detailed
level of service – whether that is around the product or its availability.
Yet at present many feel they are better informed than customer
service personnel.
Our research among retailers revealed a slightly different set of
priorities when it comes to customer-facing staff. According to 60
percent the store associate plays an important role in making product
recommendations, and 52 percent of retailers believe that the store
associate is responsible for providing good customer service.
Retailers, therefore, need to invest in technology and training that will
allow their store workforce to become ‘trusted advisors’ for shoppers,
forging valuable personal connections with customers by providing
immediate practical and personalised assistance (82%). 12 percent say
they do not currently provide such tools, but are considering doing so
in the future.
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What is the real-time inventory visibility situation within your company?
A single system
Multiple systems
Multiple systems, but keen to switch to a single system
We have inventory visibility based on a single system, but not in real time
Other
We do not have inventory visibility but we are working on it
We do not have inventory visibility and nor are we working on it

36%
24%
30%
10%
0%
0%
0%
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Expectation #3:
FULLY INTEGRATED SALES CHANNELS
Much has been said about the ‘showrooming’ phenomenon: consumers visit
physical stores to explore products and then purchase them online. For retailers
who only have physical stores this is a huge challenge. However, there are plenty of
opportunities for retailers to sell their products once consumers have decided to visit
a physical store. In case of out-of-stocks, 27 percent of Dutch consumers expect the
store associate to check whether the product might be available in a nearby store. 26
percent prefer to be able to order the product on the spot for subsequent collection
from the store or home delivery. Only a small percentage (18 percent) choose to
purchase the product later online. 16 percent of Dutch consumers look elsewhere for
the same product or choose a comparable product from a different brand.

What would be the ideal scenario if you are in a store and the product you want to
buy is out of stock?
26%
I would want the store associate to order it for me and arrange for it to be delivered to the store or to my home.
26%
I would want the store associate to check whether the product is available in a nearby store
18%
I would order the product online when I get home
16%
I would try to find a comparable product in a different store / from a different brand

I wouldn’t buy the product at all
Other
Not applicable / Don’t know for sure

9%
2%
3%
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KEY TAKEAWAY
Fast delivery is a crucial part of the customer experience. Retailers are offering more
and more delivery options, such as ship-from-store, distribution centre (DC) or dropship (directly from the supplier’s stock). An overwhelming 90 percent of Dutch retailers
admit to occasionally, or sometimes even regularly, suffering in-store stock shortages.
This is often related to a lack of insight into the available inventory, which gives them no
alternative ways of fulfilling the order quickly. Just 62 percent have a single view of their
total inventory for at least 75% of the time. Only 36 percent of the retailers monitor their
inventory via a single, centralised system. The rest use multiple systems to gain insight into
their total stock.
Gaining a holistic view of shoppers, order and inventory is the essential backbone of
connected commerce, provided retailers can leverage the data this holistic view generates
within their customer interactions.

How does your company fulfil an online order?
From in-store inventory
From a regional DC using own fleet
From a regional DC using a carrier
Directly from the supplier
Other option
Don’t know

26%
16%
50%
10%
0%
0%
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Expectation #4:
FAST DELIVERY AND PEACE OF MIND
Shopping is often seen as a leisure pastime and a fun day out, yet that doesn’t
seem to be the primary reason for consumers to choose a physical store over a
web shop. Interestingly, for Dutch consumers, the decision between a web shop
and a physical store is mainly based on practical considerations. The key reason
for Dutch consumers to shop in a physical store is because it means they can take
the product with them immediately after making the purchase (47 percent), and
testing and touching the product appears to be another important motivation (46
percent). Notably, just 30 percent of the consumers surveyed cite the social aspect
of shopping as a reason to visit a physical store.

What are the main reasons you would be more likely to go to a physical store rather
than a web shop?
I can try out and touch the product before buying it online
I can try out and touch the product before buying it in the store
I can ask for advice
I can get my hands on the product immediately
The social aspect and fun of shopping
Looking around
Other
Not applicable / I’ve never been tempted to do that

25%
47%
32%
47%
30%
42%
3%
2%
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KEY TAKEAWAY
Despite the fact that pure players achieved the most revenue growth in 2016, there are
sufficient growth opportunities for physical stores and retailers that pursue an omni-channel
strategy. Retailers who anticipate consumer needs and expectations and who utilise and
optimise the unique selling points of their stores and/or web shop can build a successful
future.
Thankfully, Dutch retailers seem to be setting the right priorities to provide the best
possible service to shoppers. This year they plan to invest more in tools that support
customer-facing store staff (44 percent), in improving the existing in-store technology and
in optimising their websites, including for use with mobile devices. The statistics also reveal
that retailers are making good progress in improving their inventory visibility.
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Delivering on expectations:
where to start
As our research has underlined, consumers are raising the bar for retailers in
terms of their service expectations. The challenge now is for retailers to input
technology, processes and people to bring them to life.
We’re here to help – and we’re ready to start when you are
Manhattan Associates has earned a reputation for building technology
solutions that solve the most complex business problems in supply chain,
and now omni-channel. Today our Omni-Channel Solutions provide the
infrastructure retailers need to build a highly adaptable fully collaborative
omni-channel organisation.
Call us on +31 30 214 3049 or email ce@manh.com
Visit our website www.manh.com/en-nl

